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a b s t r a c t
In this work we introduce several novel tools for the reduction of errors in parameters estimated with
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy experiments. An optimization strategy is developed that minimizes an estimate of the errors on the parameters while bounding the experimental time. The approach
is also used to reduce experimental time while keeping a bound on the parameter errors. This feature is
particularly critical in systems changing signiﬁcantly within the experimental time. The paper uses a fuel
cell electrode model to test this methodology and presents a real time algorithm for coupling experiment
with the parameter estimation and experimental optimization.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful
technique used for more than a century [1]. It has been subject
of numerous reviews and textbooks [2–4]. EIS has been used in a
wide range of topics including sensors analysis and optimization
[5], study of dye-sensitized solar cells [6], studies of corrosion [7],
biological applications [8], characterization of novel nano materials
[9], physical chemistry of solids [10,11], lithium ion batteries [12]
and fuel cells [13]. Software packages for the analysis of impedance
data have also emerged, see [14–16].
The typical goal of an EIS experiment is to gather signiﬁcant
information regarding the physico-chemical phenomena taking
place in an electrochemical device. Typically, a broad frequency
sweep is performed, with a linear or a logarithmic spacing between
maximum and minimum frequency. The measured data is then
compared with a mathematical model that describes the system.
The model can be purely empirical, being composed of resistors,
capacitors, and generalized electrochemical elements, or otherwise
it can be based on the physics of the system. One typically compares
the model and the experimental data by ﬁtting the model against
the data, i.e., by minimizing a functional that measures the dis-
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tance between model and measurement via the complex nonlinear
least squares (CNLS) method. It is clear that errors in the measured
data propagate to the estimated parameters and the distribution
of such errors can be estimated by analytical expressions under
the assumption of “small” errors. We shall assume in this work,
that the method used for ﬁtting the data is (unweighted) complex
nonlinear least-squares and that the design of the experiment can
be optimized in such a way that increases the conﬁdence on the
parameters that deﬁne the model. Thanks to this procedure, values
of the relevant physico-chemical the parameters can be obtained
with greater conﬁdence or with a faster experiment.
In an optimized EIS experiment one could aim to reduce the
uncertainty of the parameters for given errors in the measurements or to decrease the experimental time without a signiﬁcant
increase in uncertainty. This reduction can be achieved systematically by applying optimal experimental design (OED) [17]. OED
comprises of statistical and numerical methods that optimizes
the design of the experiment so that the physical parameters
are obtained with the greatest statistical conﬁdence. In particular, reducing experimental time while maintaining low errors
in the estimated parameters could be signiﬁcant in situations
where uncontrolled ﬂuctuations of the experimental conditions,
e.g., temperature, reference electrode position, occur through the
experiment’s duration, in cases where the systems degrades, and in
non-equilibrium electrochemical systems such as batteries under
bias. It is important to note that time reduction and accuracy are
This article is a U.S. government work, and is not subject to copyright in the United States.
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often competing objectives. In fact, for a stable system, longer
experimental time will yield more accurate results.
In this work we utilize a physics-based model as an example, however, the presented approach is general and can be easily
applied to empirical models, those composed of resistors, capacitors, and generalized elements. For example the latter can be
obtained by analyzing the impedance spectra with commonly used
software packages [14,16].
We shall stress that the models used to interpret and identify the
experiment can also be non-unique, meaning that several models
can ﬁt experimental data with comparable residuals [4,18–21], and
there can be errors in some of the “known” parameters used in the
model. Here we disregard those possibilities and assume that the
model describes the physical system precisely. Considering possible errors in the model, the OED technique can also be used for
model discrimination [22–24], i.e., for comparing different models which give similar results if tested with standard experimental
procedures.
Lastly, the paper will be outlined as follows: ﬁrst we introduce
OED (Section 2), second we describe the model of the example
system studied (Section 3), third we review the theory of experimental errors in EIS (Section 4), fourth we apply the OED method
to improve impedance measurements (Section 5), and ﬁnally we
present the results of computations on the given example (Section
6). To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that OED techniques are used to optimize impedance measurements in the ﬁeld
of electrochemistry.

2. Optimization of model-based experiments
OED has been studied extensively in the ﬁeld of statistics
[17,25–27] and is frequently used in science and engineering
[28–33]. OED largely relies on statistical inference [34] and on the
sensitivity analysis of the estimated parameters with respect to
perturbations of the data. As stated in the introduction the goal of
OED is to ﬁnd the experimental conditions that reduce the effects
of measurement inaccuracies on the estimated parameters. In this
sense OED makes the parameter identiﬁcation less sensitive to
sources of error in the measurements. For this purpose, the link
between the variations of the data and the variations of the estimated parameters has to be determined and optimized. This link is
depicted in Fig. 1. In the traditional approach model and experimental data are used to estimate parameters via CNLS. It is important
to note that errors in the data and in the estimated parameters are
linked. OED directly exploits this connection and “suggests” more
favorable conditions for increasing the conﬁdence on the parameters.
One of the key ideas of OED is to use asymptotic nonlinear
estimation to approximate the covariance matrix of the estimated
parameters. In order to do that one needs to either assume or
measure the error structure of the experimental data. In our case
relative errors in the amplitude and in the argument of the measured impedance (see Section 4.2) are considered. The uncertainty
in the measured data induces uncertainty in the estimated parameters, i.e., after a ﬁt one should give a mean value for each estimated
parameter and an estimation of the variances. The latter are usually represented by error bars. A more complete way to describe the
uncertainty is the calculation of the covariance matrix, which gives
not only error bars (the diagonal terms of the matrix) but also the
correlations between the parameters. A large correlation between
two parameters means, that if one of them is known with a large
uncertainty, then the other could be affected as well. The covariance matrix, as explained in Appendix B.3, deﬁnes the so-called
conﬁdence region, which under the assumption of “small” normally distributed errors is depicted by an ellipse (in the case there
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are only two parameters) or an ellipsoid (in the case the parameters are more than two). The region inside the ellipse deﬁnes the
range of values that the parameters could have due to measurement
errors. To have a pictorial view of the ellipsoidal area we refer back
to elementary statistics [35], and for completeness we depict in
Fig. 2 two Gaussian probability density functions (p.d.f.s) centered
around 0 with covariance matrixV whose analytical
expression

is p.d.f. () = 1/(2



det(V)) exp −(1/2) V−1 

parameter vector is  =



with V =



1
0



T





and where the

1
. In the top row we show the p.d.f.
2

0
, in the bottom panels we depict instead the p.d.f.
1



0.505 0.495
. While the former distribution is circu0.495 0.505
larly symmetric, the latter is elongated and preferentially oriented
in the direction [1, 1]T . By drawing points from each of the distributions one obtains that most points lie inside the circle in the ﬁrst
case and an elongated ellipse in the second case. Both curves are
deﬁned as the points  for which  T V−1  = K where K = 9.1 One typical goal of OED is to modify the conﬁdence region. Fig. 3 shows
schematically the effect of applying OED in case of two parameters
(1 , 2 ), where ˆ = (ˆ 1 , ˆ 2 ) is the vector of the parameters estimated
via CNLS.
In optimizing EIS, one could use OED to select the frequencies that lead to greater parameter conﬁdence (see Section 6.1).
Another strategy could determine the “best” sample geometry for
the identiﬁcation of the parameters in the system under study (see
Section 6.2). This is achieved by connecting the error in the measurements with the error on the parameters Fig. 1 and subsequently
by modifying the experimental design  so that the conﬁdence on
the estimated parameters in increased, Fig. 3. Depending on the
experiment, OED can improve in different ways the results of the
nonlinear estimation procedure. Speciﬁcally OED can
with V =

• decrease the volume of the conﬁdence region;
• decrease the correlation between the parameters;
• optimize the experimental conditions, for example, by decreasing
the overall time of the experiment or allowing to take measurements at more convenient conditions.
The use of the covariance matrix V of the parameters estimates to deﬁne the conﬁdence region has been proven useful in
many applications that use nonlinear models [31,36,37]. However, the direct determination of V, for example via a Monte Carlo
method, would be computationally taxing even for a small number of parameters. An asymptotic estimate Vasympt of matrix V,
see Appendix C, has a clear computation advantage over Monte
Carlo strategies because the number of computations necessary to
achieve an informative result regarding the covariance matrix is
greatly reduced. In addition, the derivatives of functions of Vasympt
can be easily computed numerically, for example via ﬁnite differencing or automatic differentiation [38], and can be used in existing
optimization algorithms to solve an OED problem. We note that this
optimization is rather complex since Vasympt is a nonlinear function of , of the measurement error structure, and it depends on
the method used for ﬁtting the data, for details see Appendix C.15
in Appendix C.
The design of an optimal experiment for improving parameter
precision reduces then to minimizing a functional of the asymptotic

1
K = 9 corresponds to assuming that the data will likely fall within 3 standard
deviations of the average value.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the OED approach that couples measurement errors and estimated parameter conﬁdence and aims at modifying the experimental conditions to improve
the latter.

Fig. 2. Top: probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of a circularly symmetric Gaussian (a) and 2000 realizations of that distributions (b). Bottom: p.d.f. of an elongated
Gaussian (c) and realizations of that distribution (d). While the top case shows no correlation between the 1 and 2 , the bottom case shows that the two values are highly
correlated. The vast majority of the realizations are contained in the set  T V−1  ≤ K, in this case we choose K = 9.

F. Ciucci et al. / Electrochimica Acta 56 (2011) 5416–5434
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Fig. 3. Reduction of the conﬁdence region by means of OED. The area of the conﬁdence region before the optimization (left) is reduced by OED (right). The linearized
conﬁdence region is deﬁned by the parameter values that lie within the ellipsoid deﬁned by  T V−1  = K, where V is the covariance matrix, where K is a predeﬁned level and
/ j, is an ellipse. The bigger this region is, the more inaccurate the estimate
 = [1 , 2 , . . ., N ]. The projection of the ellipsoid on the plane (i , j ), such that i, j = 1, 2, . . ., N, i =
will be.

ˆ The
covariance matrix Vasympt of the estimated parameter set .
steps one takes in OED can be summarized as follows:
1. deﬁne some design variables  with which one can control the
experiment;
2. derive the asymptotic estimate Vasympt of the exact matrix of
covariances V;
3. set an optimization problem that minimizes the conﬁdence
region of the estimated parameters ˆ using design variables .

oxygen vacancies and polarons. We assume that the oxygen vacancies charge-transfer reactions at the solid | gas interface is much
slower than the rate of electron transfer. With this assumption
[43], the Poisson–Nernst–Planck transport equations with suitable
boundary conditions can be transformed into an equivalent circuit (Fig. 4(a)) and the following analytical impedance expression
is shown to apply, see [40,44]:



Z(f ) = R∞ + (R0 − R∞ ) 1 +

The latter point be further summarized in the form of the following mathematical problem
ˆ
min(Vasympt (, )),
∈

(1)

where  is the design space and  is a suitable function of the
asymptotic covariance matrix Vasympt . The design variable space 
often reduces to a box constraint for the components of the design,
as it is the case here, see (8). In this work we will focus solely
on reducing the trace of Vasympt , see Appendix B.4, since its minimization corresponds to the overall amelioration of the conﬁdence
on the estimated parameters.2 We could, however, envision OED
approaches that aim at minimizing the error of only one parameter, disregarding its correlations with other parameters. Speciﬁcally
if one aims at knowing well only the k th parameter k , then the
goal will be to minimize the matrix element (Vasympt )kk . For completeness a brief review of the theory of OED is given in Appendix
B.
3. Model
In this paper, we apply the OED technique to optimize the
impedance spectroscopy measurement of solid-state electrochemical cells. Speciﬁcally, we have selected the system where a mixed
ionic and electronic conductor (samarium doped cerium oxide, or
SDC) is sandwiched between two porous metal electrodes (Pt). The
availability of an experimentally validated physical model [39–42]
as well as the number of estimated parameters (3 or 4) motivates
the selection of this model system to test our approach.
The Pt | SDC | Pt cell is placed in a uniform environment and
characterized at open-circuit conditions. For more information on
the experimental details, see Lai and Haile [40] and Chueh et al.
[42]. Under a chemically reducing environment, SDC conducts both

2
The trace of Vasympt is proportional to the sum of the squares of the semi-axis
lengths of the conﬁdence ellipsoid.

×

Rion + Reon
2Rion



tanh s(f )
⊥ ) tanh s(f )
s(f ) + ((Rion + Reon )/2Zion

(2)

where f is the frequency, Rion and Reon are the bulk ionic and
⊥ is the electrode resistance, and s(f) is
electronic resistance, Rion
the effective frequency (see Table 1 for additional deﬁnitions and
Table 2 for the numerical values used). We emphasize that while
(2) is expressed in terms of resistances and generalized frequencies, the actual physical parameters we shall investigate (ceon , the
concentration of electrons, Deon , the electronic diffusivity, Dion , the
⊥ , the interfacial resistance) can be obtained
ion diffusivity and Zion
using Table 1. It has been shown [45] that the electrode resistance
is directly related to the porosity of the metal current collector, rA :
⊥
⊥
= Rion
rA
Zion

(3)

Table 1
Deﬁnitions of the key terms in the 1D model of the single-slab system of Fig. 4.
Deon

ueon
kB T

Electronic diffusivity

Dion

ueon
kB T

Vacancy diffusivity

 eon
 ion

2 e2
Deon ceon zeon

Electronic conductivity

kB T

Dion cion z 2 e2
kB T

ion

Vacancy conductivity

⊥
Zion

⊥
rA Rion

Interfacial resistance

Reon

2L/ eon

Electronic bulk resistance

Rion

2L/ ion

Vacancy bulk resistance

R0

1
(1/Reon )+(1/(Rion +2Z ⊥ ))

Impedance at f → 0

R∞

1/(1/Reon + 1/Rion )

Impedance at f → ∞

Cchem

e2
kb T

Chemical capacitance

D̃

L /((Rion + Reon ) Cchem )

ion

s

2
2
L/(1/(zeon
ceon ) + 1/(zion
cion ))

2

 i2fL2
D̃

Chemical diffusivity
Effective frequency
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic depiction of the system under study. A ceria slab is sandwiched between two porous metal current collectors. (b) One dimensional equivalent circuit
representation of the system. Each inﬁnitesimal equivalent circuit of physical length x features one ionic and one electronic resistive rail connected by a capacitor. The upper
rail tracks the reduced electrochemical potential of vacancies ∗ion and the related ionic current. The lower rails follows the reduced electrochemical potential of electrons
∗eon and the electronic current [39,40].

where rA = (Aexposed /Across section ) is the ratio of the exposed
ceria area divided by its cross sectional area [41], or in other
words the percentage of exposed SDC in the electrode. By
deﬁnition 0 ≤ rA ≤ 1.
It is immediately obvious from (2) and Table 1 that the bulk ionic
and electronic resistances (Rion and Reon ) are strongly correlated
terms. Experimentally, Rion is typically measured independently
under different oxygen gas-phase activities which the SDC is an
ion-only conductor SDC changes from a mixed ionic and electronic
conductor to an ion-only conductor. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we will
use the independently measured Rion , where we assume the ion
concentration is ﬁxed by the high doping level, and optimize the
measurement of electron concentration (ceon ), electronic diffusivity
⊥ ). In Section 6.3, we will relax
(Deon ), and electrode resistance (Rion
this assumption and, in addition to the three parameters above, we
will optimize also the estimation of the ionic diffusivity (Dion ).
4. Statistical error in EIS
The determination of the covariance matrix of the estimated
parameters requires information about the underlying error, see
Table 2
Temperature range and material constants used in the simulations.
T

650◦ C

c̄eon

1.874 × 1026 particles
3

Electron concentration

c̄ion

1.8738 × 1027 particles
3

Vacancy concentration

ūeon

8.123 × 10−8 m
sV

ūion

4.936 × 10−9 m
sV

Vacancy mobility

⊥
R̄ion
rA
L

2.16 cm2
Varied
Varied

Area speciﬁc resistance
Metal porosity
Sample thickness

Appendix B. In this section we brieﬂy review the literature in the
area and we give details of our error implementation.

4.1. General theory
Error analysis of EIS experiments has been widely studied over
the past 20 years mainly by Orazem and coworkers [46–50], Dygas
and Breiter [51], Zoltowski [52–54], Macdonald and Franceschetti
[55], Dickinson and Whitﬁeld [56], Horvat-Radosevic et al. [57], and
Hilpert [58]. The determination of the error structure plays a pivotal role in the ﬁtting EIS models against measurement data and it is
closely linked to the optimal determination of appropriate weights
in the least squares functional. Various approaches for mitigating
error propagation have emerged over the past 25 years, including
modiﬁed proportional weighting [59], maximum likelihood theory
[60] and multivariate coupled identiﬁcation of the error structure
[51]. The measurement error can be thought as the offset between
the measured impedance Zmeas and the model Z. It is reasonable
then to assume that in order to ﬁnd the accurate parameter estiˆ the following functional needs to be minimized [61,62]:
mate ,

S()

=

Temperature
m

m

2

2

Electron mobility

P


|Z(, fj ) − Zmeas (, fj )|2

j=1

=

P


( Z(, fj ) − Zmeas (, fj ))

2

(4)

j=1
P



+

2

( Z(, fj ) − Zmeas (, fj )) .

j=1

Further details on the ﬁtting procedure are given in Appendix D.1.
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4.2. Model errors

Lastly we chose that a typical experiment has one of the two
objectives:

As stated above the method relies on the model deﬁned in Section 3. This model depends on the following dimensional parameter
⊥ ]T . Since we shall focus on minimizarray  dim = [ceon , Deon , Rion
ing relative errors, and not total errors, the parameters will be
expressed in dimensionless form deﬁned as  = [1 , 2 , 3 ]T , where
1 =
2 =
3 =

ceon
,
c̄eon
Deon
⊥
Rion
⊥
R̄ion

(5a)

,

(5b)

.

(5c)

D̄eon

One could also estimate a 4th parameter directly from the
impedance data. This gives the following “augmented” parameter
set  augm = [, 4 ]T where
4 =

5421

Dion

(6)

D̄ion

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we assume 4 is known from an independent experiment. In Section 6.4, we relax this assumption and
estimate a total of four parameters.
We brieﬂy analyze the experimental data from the data from
Chueh et al. [42]. We compared the data with the model (2) and
found the residual to be reasonable well described by:
Z(, f ) − Zmeas (f ) = N(0, A2 )Z(, f ) + iN(0,  2 )arg(Z(, f ))Z(, f ),
(7)



max (2/fj ), 1s 3 ;
1. Minimize the experimental time texp =
j
2. Minimize the trace of the asymptotic covariance matrix Vasympt
of the ﬁtted experimental parameters (minimize the sum of all
the errors on all estimated parameters).
In our example the design variables  can be any subset of the
tunable features of the experiment deﬁned above, e.g., [rA , L], [f] or
[fQ+1 , fQ+2 . . . , fP ], where the [f1 , f2 , . . ., fQ ] (Q < P) are ﬁxed.
Thanks to the assumption of small errors, the exact covariance matrix can be estimated by the asymptotic covariance matrix
ˆ ), whose derivation can be found in Appendix C. It is
Vasympt (,
important to note that alternatively the error can be calculated
by means of a stochastic simulation. Assuming that an experiment
gives results according to the impedance distribution (7), then the
method consists on drawing a large number of times the following
stochastic process:
Zstoch (, f ) = Z(, f )[1 + N(0, A2 ) + iN(0,  2 )arg(Z(, f ))],

for the given frequency sweep and determining for each sweep
the set of parameters ˆ minimizing the least squares functional
S, deﬁned as the distance between measured impedance and the
model. The covariance matrix Vstoch is then computed as the covariˆ since we chose that E[ˆ ] = 1 (the  is by
ance of the ﬁtted ,
k
deﬁnition normalized, see (5)), then we can deﬁne the stochastic
variance as

5. Application of the OED method to impedance
experiments
The model has the following “tunable” experimental features:
the metal current collector porosity (rA ), the sample thickness (L),
and the frequency examined with impedance spectroscopy (f =
T
[f1 , . . . fP ] , where f is a vector containing P frequency points). The
parameters rA and L can be modiﬁed during the set up of the experiment while the f can be changed “on the ﬂy” as the experiment is
performed. We further note that P, the number of measurements
in the frequency sweep, is not necessarily a preset quantity, The
tunable parameters are bounded. Speciﬁcally, we note that the frequency points are bounded, with the higher bound given by the
frequency in which impedance measurement can be made accurately without parasitic interference, and the lower bound given
by the frequency in which the measurement can be made in a
reasonable time. We shall assume the following box constraints:
0.1 mm ≤ L < 1 mm,
0.1 ≤ rA ≤ 0.8,
10−3 Hz = fmin ≤ fp ≤ fMAX = 104 Hz.

(10)

m=1

where M is the total number of stochastic impedances drawn. It
is clear that Vstoch → V in case M → ∞. We used this approach to
compute the values given in Tables 3 and 4.
6. Results
We now examine optimization strategies for error reduction in
the model system detailed above. First we analyze optimal selec⊥ ),
tion of frequencies, in the case of 3 parameters (ceon , Deon , Rion
see Section 5, second we discuss the impact of the geometry on
parameter errors, third we consider that the model has one additional parameter Dion , fourth we simulate an experiment in which
we select the next frequency in real time on the basis of OED. The
computational details of the optimization are given in Appendix D.
6.1. OED for the distribution of frequencies
We shall start with the discussion of the conﬁdence region in
the case of a frequency sweep vector flog , which has 50 elements
logarithmically spaced between the fmin and fMAX . This frequency
placement is commonly used in commercial impedance analyzers
[4]. The region is compared to the asymptotic conﬁdence region,
for visual simplicity we show only the projection of the ellipsoid
Fig. 6.4 The ellipsoid projections show that there is good agreement
between computational experiments and estimated covariance

3
The experiments are run such that they last a minimum 1 s and cover at least of
two cycles.
4

(8)

1 ˆ
(h (m) − 1)(ˆ k (m) − 1),
M
M

(Vstoch )hk =

N(0,  2 )

where Z(, f) is deﬁned in (2),
is a Gaussian stochastic process of zero mean and variance , and where we take  A = 0.5% and
  = 3%. We note that the  A is the relative error on the amplitude of the impedance and   is the relative error on the phase
of the measured impedance. This estimation of the error is in
accordance with data provided by the impedance spectrometer’s
manufacturer [63]. Also, the values selected roughly include the
inaccuracies from the impedance analyzer and other measurement
errors, such as variations of temperature, gas composition, sample
thickness, lead length, etc. It is also assumed that the error structure comprises “small” model inaccuracies. For reference, a sample
stochastic impedance is compared to the model impedance in Fig. 5.

(9)

ˆ such that
The ellipsoid is computed as set of ’s

ˆ − ¯

T

V−1 ˆ − ¯

= 9. We

recall that given a normally distributed random variable centered around 0, the
probability that a randomly drawn point is outside the interval [ − 3, 3] is approximately 0.27% [35]. In all ﬁgures we show only the projections of the ellipsoid.
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Fig. 5. Stochastic (symbols) versus exact (solid line) impedance as a Nyquist plot (a) and as Bode plots (b).

matrix Vasympt in the case of relative errors of 0.5% in the amplitude
of Z and 3% in the argument of Z. This conﬁrms that the Vasympt is
indeed a good estimator of the exact V. We note from the top left
panel of Fig. 6 that parameters ceon and Deon are highly correlated
as a sizable error on one parameter relates to a substantial error
in the other. The relative errors in the estimated parameters were
determined by a Monte Carlo algorithm, and are given by the diagonal elements of Vstoch for M = 50, 000, see Table 3. It is important

to note that in the flog was the frequency span used in the experiments of Chueh et al. [42]. In this case two frequency extrema
are ﬁxed, fmin = 10−3 Hz, fMAX = 104 Hz, and the frequencies between
them are spanned logarithmically. The experimental time in the
case one chooses 50 points in the sweep is 119.3 min as reported in
Table 3.
If we optimize the two ends of the frequency spectrum while
maintaining to 50 log-spaced sampling points between the two

Table 3
Relative errors in the estimated parameters. The errors are computed via a Monte Carlo algorithm repeated 50,000 times for the ﬁrst four columns and 2000 times for the
last two. The ﬁrst column (log) is the only unoptimized case and corresponds to the experiment [40]. The ﬁrst four columns present the deterministic case (the value of the
parameter is known exactly) and the error on the estimated parameter is computed, the errors on the latter are shown, changing the two ends of the spectrum reduces the
error, but better performance is placing by frequencies such that the trace of the asymptotic matrix is minimized. This strategy also reduces the impedance time, which can
be further reduced by minimizing the experimental time. The last two columns report the sequential strategy (the value of the parameter is estimated in real time), starting
with P = 29 and going until P = 100. In the case the trace is minimized, the error is reduced, in the case the trace is minimized the error decreases by a factor 4.
Deterministic
log
rel. error ceon
rel. error Deon
rel. error Deon
texp /min

4.2%
4.4%
4.7%
119.3

Sequential
minfmin ,fMAX tr(V )
3.2%
3.7%
4.2%
92.7

min f tr(V)
3.0%
3.4%
4.4%
63.2

min f texp
3.7%
4.0%
5.4%
28.2

minfp+1 tr(V )
2.6%
2.8%
3.5%
115.3

minfp+1 texp
3.9%
4%
4.8%
36
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Table 4
⊥
⊥
/R̄ion
, D̂eon /D̄eon , D̂ion /D̄ion . The
Errors on the various parameters computed as three times the standard deviation with estimated parameters set ˆ augm = ĉeon /c̄eon , R̂ion
standard logarithmic protocol (P = 50 sampling frequencies) is compared with the optimized protocol of Table 3, with an augmented logarithmic (P = 600) and with a “fast”
trace minimizing sweep with P = 600 measurements. The standard deviations are determined by running the stochastic impedance estimation 50,000 times.
log (P = 50)
rel. error ceon
rel. error Deon
⊥
rel. error Rion
rel. error Dion
texp /min

13.5%
18.2%
29.3%
5.73%
119.3

min tr(V) (P = 50)
8.8%
12.1%
20%
4.26%
63.2

frequency limits  = [f1 , fP ], we are able to reduce the error in all estimated parameters by approximately 20% (Table 3). Coincidentally
this results also in a reduction of about 20% of the experimental
time. The optimum for this criterion is achieved for a frequency
sweep that is well within the box constraints fmin and fMAX as
reported in Fig. 7.
It is also worthwhile giving a detailed analysis of the effect of the
selection of the minimum and maximum frequency according to
this optimization protocol: in Fig. 8 we vary the two extrema of the
frequency spectrum and assume that the intermediate frequencies
are spanned logarithmically with P = 50 points. Fig. 8 shows a side
by side relationship between data quality (the trace of Vasympt ) and

log (P = 600)
3.8%
5.2%
8.1%
1.6%
1260.1

min tr(V) (P = 600)
3.4%
4.4%
5.6%
1.4%
417.9

experimental time, with the latter dominated by fmin , the low-end
frequency. It is easy to notice the presence of distinct minimum
for the trace of Vasympt . This rather shallow minimum is related to a
decrease in total error and it is mainly correlated with a decrease in
the minimum frequency. The impedance for this case is presented
in Fig. 7.
Below, we further relax constraints on the choice of frequencies.
Speciﬁcally, we only require the frequencies to fall within the box
constraint deﬁned in (8). Furthermore, we allow frequency points
to be repeated. In addition to the optimization condition we added
a nonlinear constraint bounding the experimental time to be less
than the time of the logarithmic distribution of frequencies flog .

Fig. 6. Comparison of asymptotic 99% conﬁdence region (solid lines) and stochastic measurements (points) projected on the planes (h , k ) for P = 50 frequency measurements
logarithmically spaced between the minimum and maximum allowed frequencies (left-hand side ﬁgures) for P = 50 frequency measurements chosen so that they minimize
the tr(Vasympt ) (right-hand side ﬁgures). The relative errors on the electronic concentration ceon and the electronic diffusivity Deon are strongly correlated. A slight decrease in
error is achieved by minimizing the trace.
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Fig. 7. Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots of impedance minimizing the trace of Vasympt (empty circles). In the optimized case the minimum and maximum frequency can be
changed and only 50 points are spanned logarithmically between the two extrema. The value of the impedance reported here corresponds to the minimum of tr(Vasympt )
given in Fig. 8. The connected ﬁlled circled indicate the log-spaced impedance between minimum and maximum allowed frequency.

Fig. 8. Contour plots of trace of the covariance matrix Vasympt and of the experimental time texp versus the minimum and maximum frequency. The frequencies are spanned
logarithmically with 50 points in between. It can be seen that there is a distinct minimum of the trace at low minimum frequency and low maximum frequency. It is also
clear that the shorter the experimental time, the lower will be the quality of the data.
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Fig. 9. Nyquist (a) and Bode (b) plots of impedance for frequencies minimizing the tr(Vasympt ) and bounding the experimental time to be texp (f) < texp (flog ). The connected
ﬁlled circled indicate the log-spaced impedance between minimum and maximum allowed frequency.

The result of this minimization is presented again in Table 3. It is
apparent that by using OED not only the error decreases by approximately 30% with respect to the flog case but also the time decreases
by approximately 50% to 63.2 min. The conﬁdence region is also
slightly reduced as shown in Fig. 6.
More interestingly we can decrease the experimental time using
the optimizer to select a set of frequencies that minimize experimental time. In other words we can search for the f = arg min f texp
while bounding the trace as follows tr(Vasympt ) ≤ tr(Vasympt (flog )),
see Table 3. It is easy to see that, compared to the flog -case the time
is reduced by more than a factor 4 (from 119.3 to 28.2 min) and that
the errors are approximately unvaried, see again Table 3.
It is helpful to have a look at the plots of the impedance in
the Nyquist and Bode setting for the cases where the trace and
the experimental time is minimized, Figs. 9 and 10 respectively.
We notice that optimal EIS does not have a smoothly spaced
set of frequencies and certain measurements are repeated. In
Fig. 11, where the frequencies points are presented explicitly, it
is apparent that the optimizer tends to give a non-smooth frequency spectrum where certain frequencies are lumped. It is also
worthwhile noting that the upper and lower frequency ranges
are approximately the same for both cases. Physically the lumping means that certain frequencies are more capable than others
in reducing parameter errors. The observation that optimal frequency selection in EIS is substantially different than regular log

spacing conﬁrms the importance of OED. We envision the following strategy for carrying out OED: ﬁrst run a regular logarithmic
sweep and validate a model (the model can be either empirical or
physics-based), then repeat the measurements at the most sensitive frequencies in order to improve the data quality. To the
authors’ knowledge this is the ﬁrst work in the ﬁeld that provides
tools to determine the enhanced sensitivity region of the spectrum.
Repeating measurements at those frequencies is a way of further
improving our estimate of the parameters. Experimental time can
also be reduced if OED is coupled with an ad hoc optimization
strategy.
As stated above, better parameter conﬁdence often correlates
with longer time and vice versa. It is easy to note that in Fig. 11 the
number of low frequency points is larger (and thus the experimental time greater) in the case where the trace is minimized than in
the case where the time is minimized.
6.2. OED and geometry
In addition to optimizing f, one could also optimize the sample
geometry to reduce measurement errors, parameter correlation,
and measurement time. In order to do that, one could aim to minimize the tr(Vasympt ) with respect to the fraction of exposed surface
rA and to the thickness L. The nonlinear correlation between the
couple (rA , L) and the trace is reported in Fig. 12. In this plot it
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Fig. 10. Nyquist and Bode plots of impedance for frequencies minimizing the impedance time while keeping tr(Vasympt ) < tr(Vasympt (flog )). The connected ﬁlled circled indicate
the log-spaced impedance between minimum and maximum allowed frequency.

is clearly shown a shallow minimum region centered at approximately L = 480 m and rA = 0.8. The trace is low for large thickness
and exposed electrode area. The experimental data used in this
work, rA = 0.5 and L = 770 m, are robust with respect to parame-

Fig. 11. Distribution of frequencies for the minimum trace (squares) and minimum time (triangles) cases assuming P = 50 frequency points chosen. The solid line
represents the log scale distribution of frequencies.

Fig. 12. Comparison of a priori designs of experiments; the frequencies are logarithmically distributed between the minimum and maximum bounds with 50
experimental points.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of asymptotic 99% conﬁdence region (solid lines) and stochastic measurements (dots) projected on the planes (h , k ) for P = 50 frequency measurements
logarithmically spaced between the minimum and maximum allowed frequencies (ﬁtting results ˆ of 2000 synthetic experimental realizations are shown). The relative error
on the estimated parameters is quite large (at most 30% at least 10%). A large correlation among all parameters is shown and the 99% conﬁdence ellipsoid is rather ﬂat.

ter estimation. Samples of low thickness should be avoided as they
are bound to have greater errors. Similarly small exposed area acts
detrimentally with respect to parameter estimation.
6.3. Estimation in the 4 parameter case
As described earlier, in the experiments conducted by Lai and
Haile [40] and Chueh et al. [42]. Dion was measured independently
of the impedance presented earlier. The knowledge of Dion for this
system can be achieved by a separate impedance measurement at
sufﬁciently high O2 pressure and given dopant concentration. It
is however worthwhile exploring the implications of estimating
Dion from the given EIS experiment. By ﬁtting also the Dion while
keeping the 50 point logarithmic sweep flog between minimum and

maximum allowed frequencies, the errors on the parameters range
from 10% to 30% as shown in the ﬁrst column of Table 4. They are
considerably larger than the case where Dion is not included as a
ﬁtting parameter. The asymptotic conﬁdence region and stochastically computed estimate distribution for this case are depicted in
Fig. 13. The latter shows severe correlation between the parameters
and an almost ﬂat conﬁdence ellipsoid as it can be seen by its projections. The asymptotic conﬁdence region describes well stochastic
conﬁdence however slightly deviates from the ellipsoidal shape for
large errors of parameter estimates.
In order to reduce the estimated parameter errors, we increased
the number of sampling points from 50 to 600 and kept a logarithmic frequency distribution between fmin and fMAX . This enhanced
frequency span leads to a sharp decrease in error but it comes
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Fig. 14. Comparison of asymptotic 99% conﬁdence region (solid lines) and stochastic parameter estimates (dots) projected onto the planes (h , k ) for P = 600 frequency
measurements, which are chosen so that tr(Vasympt ) is minimized (2000 parameter estimates ˆ of synthetic experiments are shown). The error on the parameters is decreased
by an order of magnitude compared to Fig. 13. Minimizing the trace keeps a large correlation among some of the parameters.

at the cost of ten fold increase in time, see Table 4. By applying OED and minimizing the trace of the asymptotic covariance
matrix with 600 frequency points that are free ﬂoating with a
bound texp < 5 × tlog we were able to reduce on one hand the errors
on all parameters while keeping the experimental time to be less
than four times the time of the initial flog experiment. This is
also shown in Table 4 and in Fig. 14, the conﬁdence region is
reduced dramatically. However severe parameter correlations are
present.
6.4. Real time sequential design and experimental
implementation
Lastly, we wish to make a connection to a simulated experiment. The main idea behind the computational experiment is the
ansatz that a decrease in variance can be achieved by placing the

frequencies real time (or sequentially) just after each measurement
is performed. The sequential approach is particularly suggested
in situations (see Appendix B.2) where a priori knowledge of the
parameters is not available or inadequate for OED purposes. The
increased number of frequencies in the impedance sweep allows
a better estimation of the parameters or, if the measured points
are carefully selected, it leads to lowering the experimental time.
The argument we use for the sequential optimization is that we
probe the next frequency point based on OED at each measurement step. It is quite straightforward to note that the cost of high
frequency measurements is quite low: according to the strategy
employed in the experiment only if f ≤ 1 Hz then the time for capturing the impedance of one frequencies is below 2 s. Speciﬁcally
we ran the algorithm of Fig. 15. The computational experiment was
repeated 2000 times at for each step, and the variances of experimental time and parameters estimates were computed. As it can
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Fig. 15. Flow diagram for the sequential algorithm.

be seen in the last two columns Table 3, the error on the parameters and the time can be reduced signiﬁcantly compared to the
flog frequency span (errors go from 4–5% to 2–4% and time goes
from 119.3 to 36 min). In Fig. 16 we provide the mean error of the
parameter estimate as the experiments evolves (the time-reducing
algorithm is shown). As the algorithm proceeds the errors decrease
monotonically and the experimental time increases monotonically
(we note a slight slope also for high frequency measurement P).
It is shown that on average 60 frequency points are sufﬁcient to
achieve the same level of accuracy of the initial flog experiment at
approximately 1/3 of the experimental time. The error decrease
is sharpest for the Deon , which is captured with large errors at
the initial steps. The variance on the experimental time increases

as the experiment proceeds and it is very likely that the experiment time ranges between 27 and 44 min. We found as above
that certain frequencies are more informative than others, in the
sequential case we ﬁnd that two peaks, one at 60 mHz and the
other one at 2.3 Hz, tend on average to be repeated multiple time in
sequential impedance experiments for time reduction, see Fig. 17.
This last result is in partial agreement with what is reported in
Fig. 11 and it is indicative of the presence of many local minima
in the constrained time minimization case. The local optimizer
can only reach a subset of those and it is experiment-dependent
(the actual values of  used in the two are different, in one case
it is the exact value, in the other case, it is the estimated value
ˆ
).
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Fig. 16. Average relative error evolution and time evolution in the sequential case. The relative error decreases on all estimated parameters with the number of iterations,
panels (a), (b), and (c), while the time spikes up with the number of iterations (d). Signiﬁcant error reduction occurs on average for P < 60 and to this it correlates experimental
time increase.

Fig. 17. Number of times a certain frequency is repeated on average in each experiment, each measurement is binned into intervals that span from fmin to fmax and
have 10 intervals per decade. Frequencies below P < 60 are not considered. Two
major peaks emerge, where frequencies are repeated during an experiment, one at
about 2.5 Hz and the centered around 0.63 Hz.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown several novel methods for
the reduction of inaccuracies in physical parameters estimated
from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. We developed an
asymptotic covariance estimator Vasympt , which in the case of small
errors, describes well the conﬁdence region of estimated paramˆ We used this approach to capture the error propagation
eters .
from the measurement error space (the ’s) to the estimated
ˆ In the 4 parameter estimation case we have
parameter space ().
shown that small measurement errors (0.5% in the amplitude

and 3% in the phase) can lead to signiﬁcant inaccuracies in the
estimated parameters. By minimizing the trace of the asymptotic covariance matrix (Vasympt ) errors in estimated parameters
were reduced signiﬁcantly. In certain cases, the experimental
time were also reduced. We also simulated experiments and
produced a sequential algorithm, which, with given information
about the experiment model, Eq. (2), and experimental error, is
able to reduce the errors of the estimated parameters “on the
ﬂy”.
The current methodology can be further enhanced by weighing
the terms summed in the least squares functional and by optimizing
this weighing process. While non-uniform weights are frequently
used, OED can provide methods to decrease the conﬁdence region
size even further by tweaking simultaneously those with frequently
placement. The error structure asymptotic estimate can be further
improved by applying a Bayesian approach [17]. Lastly model discrimination can be used in a sequential manner to improve initial
parametrical estimates [64].
We believe that the tools developed in this manuscript can signiﬁcantly help enhance experiments in the following way:
1. One can aim at understanding the correlation between EIS experimental errors and estimated parameter errors. Speciﬁcally the
experimentalist can analyze the measured data to ﬁnd parameter errors and correlations by means of the expression (C.15) for
Vasympt .
2. The experimentalist can aim at decreasing errors in the estimated parameters. One can determine the statically more
sensitive frequencies for the experiments, and if needed, repeat
the experiment at those frequencies to increase the conﬁdence
on the estimated parameters
3. The experimentalist could speed up EIS experiments. This can
be achieved by coupling in real-time the estimation process
and the measurements. For this purpose the sequential algorithm provided in Fig. 15 can be used. This approach would lead
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to increased accuracy in parameter estimation and signiﬁcant
reduction in experimental time.

ˆ with posterior covariance
unbiased estimation of the parameters ,
given by
V = (QT 
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

tr(A)
T
V
Vasympt

¯
ˆ
 dim
(A)
(A)

A



electron concentration
vacancy concentration
vector of frequencies used in an impedance measurement
Boltzmann constant
sample thickness
fraction of electrocatalytic area exposed to the gas
area speciﬁc resistance
time necessary to perform the impedance experiment
time necessary to perform the impedance experiment
with log-spaced frequencies
trace of the matrix A
temperature
exact covariance matrix
asymptotic covariance matrix
vector of the model parameters
vector of the experimental parameters
vector of the estimated parameters
vector of the model parameters (dimensional)
(A)
condition number of the matrix A deﬁned as | max
|
min (A)
list of eigenvalues of the matrix A
vector of the design parameters
relative error (standard deviation) on the amplitude of the
measured impedance
relative error (standard deviation) on the phase angle of
the measured impedance
design space

Appendix B. Brief review of OED
B.1. The linear case
Let’s consider the multivariate linear case, i.e., a model of
the type Ymodel () = Q, with Ymodel ∈ RN the observable quantity,
 ∈ RN the vector of model parameters and Q ∈ RN×N the matrix
that links the parameters to the measurement. To simplify the
exposition we consider the simple model error of the type
Ymeas () = Ymodel () + ,

(B.1)

where each RN -valued measurement error  is normally distributed N(0,  ), with zero mean and covariance matrix ˙ . In the
linear case normally distributed errors  lead to normal estimated
parameters ˆ [34]. In this case the least-squares solution gives an

−1

Q)

−1

.

(B.2)

The OED method aims at minimizing a function of V by the
determining and implementing the most informative experimental
conditions.
It is important to note that V does not depend on , so an OED
problem can be solved for an estimated value ˆ of the parameters.
B.2. The nonlinear case
In the nonlinear case the model is
Ymodel () = (),

(B.3)

with a nonlinear function (), while the Jacobian of the observation (the matrix of the derivatives of Y() with respect to the
parameters) is
Qij =

ceon
cion
f
kB
L
rA
⊥
Rion
texp
tlog
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∂i ()
.
∂j

(B.4)

There are at least two issues to be kept in mind for the general
nonlinear case
• an expression of the covariance matrix similar to (B.2) is only
valid in an asymptotic sense;
• the Jacobian Q is a function of , a value typically not available
to the experimenter. The value often known is instead ˆ a natural strategy to solve an OED problem is to proceed sequentially.
One applies OED to improve estimates of the exact parameters 
[65–67].
B.3. Approximation of the conﬁdence region
The conﬁdence region gives a measure of the statistical goodness
of the estimator. The least squares function S() has its minimum
ˆ which is the solution of the least squares problem for a given
at ,
set of measurements. The so-called conﬁdence region describes the
region around the estimated parameter ˆ in which it is likely to ﬁnd
the exact parameter.
The conﬁdence region with level K can be deﬁned as the set of
parameters that satisﬁes the following relation:
ˆ ≤ K},
 = { : S( ) − S()

(B.5)

for a statistical deﬁnition of K see a classical textbook [61,68]. In
the general nonlinear case the region  deﬁned in the last equation
may have not a simple shape and may not be a connected set. However, if the error in the data is small enough (in a typical experiment
this can to be checked only a posteriori), one can use the linearized
conﬁdence region. If one deﬁnes  = ı + ˆ and takes the second
order expansion of the expression, one will obtain that
ˆ
S( ) − S()

2 ˆ
ˆ
∂S()
T ∂ S()
ı + ı
ı + O( ı
2
ˆ
∂
∂ˆ
2 ˆ
T ∂ S()
ı + O( ı 2 )
= +ı
2
∂

=

ˆ
since ∂S()/∂
= 0. This gives that
Lin =

2 ˆ
T ∂ S()
ı ≤ K
ˆ + ı : ı
2
∂
2

2

)
(B.6)


,

(B.7)

ˆ
is the matrix of second derivatives (the Hessian).
where ∂2 S()/∂
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In the linear case the expression (B.2) corresponds to the inverse
of the Hessian of the least squares function [31]. In case of Independently distributed errors the expression
T
Lin = {ˆ + ı : ı V−1
asympt ı ≤ K}.

(B.8)

can be used to represent the conﬁdence region in the parameter
space.
In a nonlinear model the estimated parameters are not necessarily normally distributed even in the case of additive and normal
errors. If the nonlinearity in the model is weak, then the latter
can be linearized and the posterior probability density of the estimated parameters is asymptotically Gaussian [69–71]. This occurs
for example if the measurement errors are sufﬁciently small. In this
case one can use expressions analogous to (B.2) in order to calculate
the linearized conﬁdence region [30,31]. The latter has an interesting geometrical interpretation: since V is a positive deﬁnite matrix
in RN ×N , its representation in  space is an ellipsoid centered at
the estimated values of the parameters ˆ with semiaxis given by
the eigenvalues of V.
B.4. Minimization criteria

The minimizing ˆ is then deﬁned as
¯
ˆ = argminS(, ),

(C.4)



which in turn satisﬁes



¯ 
∂S(, )

∂ 

= 0.

(C.5)

=ˆ

If we use the latter expression in (C.3) we shall get that



¯ 
∂S(, )

0=
∂ 

=ˆ


P 

∂Z(, fp ,  = 0) 
=

∂
p=1



p=1


∗
ˆ fp , =0)−Z(,
¯ fp , p )) ∂Z(, fp , =0) 
(Z(,

∂

We now apply the asymptotic hypothesis and suppose that the
error is “small”, i.e., we deﬁne ı = ˆ − ¯ and we suppose that the
following three hypotheses hold:

1. A-criterion (trace):  = tr(Vasympt ), which corresponds to the
summation of the semiaxis of the conﬁdence region (a reduction of tr(Vasympt ) corresponds to the decrease of the sum of the
variances of all parameters);
2. D-criterion (determinant):  = det (Vasympt ), which corresponds
to the minimization of the volume of the conﬁdence region;
3. E-criterion (maximum eigenvalue):  = max (Vasympt ), which
is the minimization of the biggest semiaxis of the conﬁdence
region;
4. Modiﬁed E-criterion:  = (Vasympt ), where is the condition
number of V. This is especially used in biological applications
and in large systems where one aims at lowering parameter
correlations [32].
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If we deﬁne
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and



A (fp ) =

+
It is important to note that ˆ is a random variable.
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The goal of the estimation is to ﬁnd the parameter vector ˆ 5 that
¯ This is achieved by seeking the minimum of
is close to the “true” .
the distance between the experimental data and the model given
by the following sum of squares S:

P







If we plug in the last two deﬁnitions in the (C.6), shorten the
notation, and retain only the terms of ﬁrst order, we will get

where is R2 valued and normally distributed (∼N(0,  )), ¯ is
the (column) vector of “true” parameters, which are “unknown” to
the experimenter and f is the tunable parameter (we have omitted
all other known input parameters). The model used for ﬁtting the
data is given by

=

T

¯ fp ,  = 0)
∂Z(,
p ,
∂

∂Z(, fp ,  = 0) 

∂

≈

+

Deﬁne the model experiment output

¯
S(, )

∂Z(, fp ,  = 0)
∂
T

Appendix C. Derivation of the asymptotic covariance matrix
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The typical criteria for determining the function to be minimized
 given in (1) are [17]
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(note that A∗  (fp ) = A  (fp ) and A∗ (fp ) = A (fp )), then we can easily group the various terms of (C.6) as follows
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/ 0, then the ı is given by:
and suppose that det (A ) =
P


A (fp )p .

(C.13)

p=1

It is trivial to note that if the p are normal and independent, then
ˆ − E[]
¯ = E[]
ˆ − ¯ and the asymptotic ı is Gaus0 = E[ı] = E[]
sian as well. The covariance of ı is given by the expected value of
the following quantity:
ıı
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A (fq )q

q=1

P
P 


 P


T
T

(A−1
) ,


A (fp )p



p=1
T

A (fq )q p A (fp )

T

(C.14)
T
(A−1
) .


q=1 p=1

Since the  are independent, then E[q p T ] = ıhp  (the ıhp is
Kronecker’s delta), which in turn gives that the asymptotic covariance matrix Vasympt is given by
T

T

Vasympt = E[ıı ] = A−1
A (A−1
) ,



(C.15)

where the A is given by
A =

P


In our case we note that
∂Z
(, fp ,  = 0) =
∂
and that
 =

A2
0

P


|Z(, fj ) − Zmeas .(, fj )|2

(D.1)

0
2



We performed this minimization in both Matlab and Octave and
the ˆ = argmin S() was achieved by running an SQP algorithm in
both Matlab and Octave [74], and an interior point algorithm with
Matlab [75–77] with box constraints 0.1 ≤  i ≤ 10. Both algorithms
were shown to converge to the same minimizer for all case.
D.2. Optimization strategy in OED
In both the Matlab and Octave implementations, we deﬁned
two functions, one that computes the asymptotic covariance matrix
Vasympt given in Section Appendix C, the other one that computes
the experimental time texp given in Section 4.2. In Matlab we utilized the optimization procedure fmincon, which ﬁnds minimum
of either Vasympt and texp , allowing both box and nonlinear constraints; we used the interior-point algorithm to minimize the
constrained objective function . In Octave we utilized a custommade SQP algorithm.
We stress that fmincon searches for a local minimum. A global
minimization strategy in the case of a large  vector would in fact
require a large amount of resources. We however checked if the
searched minimum is global by randomizing the initial  = f within
the box constraint bounds. We discovered that multiple local minima can be found and that the solution is sensitive to the starting
optimization point and the optimizer’s options. Hence, we ensured
the convergence to a minimum by restarting the optimized at least
20 times for each minimization.
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The derivation of the asymptotic covariance vas obtained in the
case ¯ is known and equal to the a vector of ones. However in typical experimental situations ¯ is unknown but it can be estimated
sequentially. If applied to the experiment, the asymptotic covariance matrix is then an approximation of the posterior covariance
matrix deﬁned by:
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